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Background

Everyone believes that information moves markets.

At Calcbench, we wondered: How can one quantify that? How can one explain the value

proposition of market-moving information?

Here are two examples of the thesis:

● Shake Shack (SHAK), which reported quarterly earnings on 6 May 2021, after the

market closed at 4 p.m. ET.

● Iron Mountain (IRM),which reported earnings on 6 May 2021 before 7 a.m. ET (that is,

prior to the day’s market open)



Iron Mountain ($IRM)

Was there price impact from the

announcement? YES

● Closed 5/5 at $38.73

● Opened 5/6 at $39.51,

continued up.

● Closed on 5/6 at $41.65.

● 7.5 pct increase, $842

million in market cap

Earnings move markets!



How does Calcbench help?

● First, we get the data.

● Calcbench obtained the IRM press release before the market open.  

● If we believe our timestamps in the database, the data was loaded into Calcbench

at 6:14:39 AM..  

● Note: More than 1,000 press releases arrived on 6 May 2021



All this was available before the open!



What else?

It’s not just about the face statement 

financial data. It’s also about the 

information within the press release 

itself. 

Example:  Iron Mountain  reports 
Adjusted EBITDA. Calcbench 
captures that data and links it up in 
a time series. 



Informationdirectly to Excel!

Launch the disclosure viewer 

within the Excel Add-In.



Pick the data you want

Example: Adjusted EBITDA

Find it, click on it, and it auto-populates into the spreadsheet



Add the time series

That’s just one example of something a client can do: adjusted EBITDA for IRM by quarter. 

There are many more, such as building a forecast model.



Our Point?

You can do this for any company in the database. Data is company-specific and we have a 

ton of company-specific data in our archives. 

As of 7 May 2021, Calcbench has processed 13,485* press releases in 2021.

More than 90 percent were processed in less than three minutes.

*includes WIRE and SEC releases



Shake Shack

Was there price impact from the

announcement? YES

● Closed 5/6 at $105.62

● Opened 5/7 at $93.98

● An 11 percent decline

Earnings move markets!



How does Calcbench help?

● First, we get the data.

● Calcbench obtained the SHAK press release after the market close.  

● If we believe our timestamps in the database, the data was loaded into Calcbench

at 5:18:05 p.m.  

● Note: More than 1,000 press releases arrived on 6 May 2021.



All this was available at 5:18 p.m.! 



What else?

It’s not just about the face statement financial

data. It’s also about the information within the

press release itself.

Example: Shake Shack reports average weekly

sales. Calcbench captures that data and links it

up in a time series.



Weekly sales look like …

This is what the sales data looks like, which we capture and index immediately.



Other sales data?

Same store sales (labeled as 

‘Same-Shack’ sales) are stored 

and retrievable in a time series.
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Thank you, that’s all!
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